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Sahara

– Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only
– New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame – 5 Year Structural Warranty
– Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
– High Resilient Foams
– 100,000 Martindale rub test

Sahara 2 Seater Sofa
U037-2-2
W 185cm X D 104cm X H 80cm
(Sahara scatter cushions not included can be purchased separately)

Sahara 3 Seater Sofa
U037-3-2
W 252cm X D 104cm X H 80cm
(Sahara scatter cushions not included can be purchased separately)

Sahara 2.5 Seater Sofa
U037-5-2
W 220cm X D 104cm X H 80cm
(Sahara scatter cushions not included can be purchased separately)

Sahara Modular Sofa
Left Hand Return
U037-8-2
W 270cm X D 160cm X H 80cm
(Sahara scatter cushions not included can be purchased separately)

Right Hand Return
U037-9-2
W 270cm X D 160cm X H 80cm
(Sahara scatter cushions not included can be purchased separately)
Love & Divine

Love Sofa – Luxury Depth
U-3-LOVE
W 216cm X D 143cm X H 102cm
- Constructed with a solid timber frame
- High resilient foam and polyester overlay
- Fully removable loose cover made from a viscose, linen and polyester combination for extra durability
- Dry clean only
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- 6 large & 6 small cushions are included

Divine 3 Seater Sofa
U-3-DIVINE
W 213cm X D 100cm X H 102cm
- Constructed with a solid timber frame
- High resilient foam and polyester overlay
- Fully removable loose cover made from a viscose, linen and polyester combination for extra durability
- Dry clean only
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- 4 large and 2 small cushions included

Carl & Decker

Carl 3 Seater Sofa
U056-3-2
W 210cm X D 89cm X H 70cm
- New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame – 5 Year Structural Warranty
- Oak timber legs
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
- High Resilient Foams
- 100,000 Martindale rub test

Decker 2.5 Seater Sofa
U075-5-2
W 190cm X D 82cm X H 74cm
- New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- Oak timber legs
- Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
- High Resilient Foams
- 100,000 Martindale rub test

Carl Arm Chair
U056-1-2
W 70cm X D 89cm X H 70cm
- New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame
- Oak timber legs
- Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
- High Resilient Foams
- 100,000 Martindale rub test
Classique

Classique 3 Seater Sofa
U005-3-2
W 215cm X D 95cm X H 92cm
- Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only
- New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
- High Resilient Foams
- 100,000 Martindale rub test

U003-3-2
W 83cm X D 85cm X H 92cm

Classique Armchair

U003-1-2
W 83cm X D 85cm X H 92cm

Classique Chaise
U003-7-2
W 83cm X D 152cm X H 93cm

Classique Ottoman
U003-6-2
W 78cm X D 58cm X H 47cm

Classique Armchair

U003-1-2
W 83cm X D 85cm X H 92cm

Accent Pieces

Oscar Chair
U063-1-2
W 80cm X D 89cm X H 99cm
- Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only
- New Zealand Pine and European Beech timber frame
- 5 Year Structural Warranty
- Channel filled feather overlayed cushions
- High Resilient Foams
- 100,000 Martindale rub test

U037-6-2
W 80cm X D 80cm X H 44cm

Emily Chair
U022-1-2
W 79cm X D 84cm X H 85cm

Sahara Ottoman
U037-6-2
W 80cm X D 80cm X H 44cm

Mojo Ottoman
U011-6-2
W 100cm X D 100cm X H 40cm

Oscar Chair
U063-1-2
W 80cm X D 89cm X H 99cm

Emily Chair
U022-1-2
W 79cm X D 84cm X H 85cm

Sahara Ottoman
U037-6-2
W 80cm X D 80cm X H 44cm

Mojo Ottoman
U011-6-2
W 100cm X D 100cm X H 40cm
Upholstered Dining Chairs

Laurent Dining Table pictured with Moa Chair Natural

Gringo
U2228B
W 55cm X D 63cm X H 94cm

Kaftan Dining Chair
U2243B
W 60cm X D 63cm X H 96.5cm

Grimaud Dining Chair
U2712B
W 48.5cm X D 62cm X H 84cm

Laurent	Dining	Table	pictured	with	Moa	Chair	Natural

Squello Dining Chair
U2745B
W 48cm X D 60cm X H 84cm

Sophie Dining Chair
U038-1-2
W 50cm X D 57cm X H 86cm
Removable cover – Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only

Moa Dining Chair
U2228B
W 46cm X D 57cm X H 97cm

Prada Dining Chair
U2283B
W 49.5cm X D 63cm X H 85.5cm

Sophie Dining Chair
U038-1-2
W 50cm X D 57cm X H 86cm
Removable cover – Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only

Gringo
U2228B
W 55cm X D 63cm X H 94cm

Kaftan Dining Chair
U2243B
W 60cm X D 63cm X H 96.5cm

Grimaud Dining Chair
U2712B
W 48.5cm X D 62cm X H 84cm

Laurent	Dining	Table	pictured	with	Moa	Chair	Natural

Squello Dining Chair
U2745B
W 48cm X D 60cm X H 84cm

Sophie Dining Chair
U038-1-2
W 50cm X D 57cm X H 86cm
Removable cover – Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only

Moa Dining Chair
U2228B
W 46cm X D 57cm X H 97cm

Prada Dining Chair
U2283B
W 49.5cm X D 63cm X H 85.5cm

Sophie Dining Chair
U038-1-2
W 50cm X D 57cm X H 86cm
Removable cover – Fully removable loose cover – Dry clean only
Casual Dining Chairs

Cairo Dining Chair – Coffee Bean
N087-RATG-CB
W 60cm X D 62cm X H 96cm

Cairo Dining Chair – Mud Grey
N087-RATG-M
W 60cm X D 62cm X H 96cm

Calypso Dining Chair – Coffee Bean
N086-RATG-CB
W 56cm X D 59cm X H 91cm

Calypso Dining Chair – Mud Grey
N086-RATG-MG
W 56cm X D 59cm X H 91cm

Provincial Dining Chair
N094
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 100cm

Ming Dining Chair
N008-RATG
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 100cm

Ming Dining Chair with Arms
N009-RATG
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 100cm

Urban Dining Chair
N068-RATG
W 45cm X D 45cm X H 100cm

Amara Dining Chair with Arms
N018-RATG
W 50cm X D 60cm X H 100cm

Amara Dining Chair
N019-RATG
W 50cm X D 60cm X H 100cm
Laurent Pedestal Dining Table
TT041M
W 280cm X D 105cm X H 76cm
TT042M
W 240cm X D 105cm X H 76cm

Laurent Console Table
TT043M
W 152cm X D 51cm X H 86cm

Laurent Round Dining Table
TT044M
W 140cm X D 140cm X H 76cm

Emile & Jacques

Emile Dining Table
TT045M
W 240cm X D 100cm X H 76cm

Emile Bench
TT046M
W 225cm X D 38cm X H 46cm

Jacques Sideboard
TT052M
W 300cm X D 50cm X H 75cm
Phillipe 3 Door Sideboard
TT04/M
W 160cm X D 50cm X H 100cm

Phillipe TV Unit
TT05/M
W 180cm X D 50cm X H 70cm

Phillipe 5 Door Sideboard
TT04/M
W 268cm X D 50cm X H 100cm

Phillipe Console Table
TT04/M
W 180cm X D 45cm X H 80cm

Phillipe Bedside
TT05/M
W 50cm X D 45cm X H 60cm

Urban Console Table
TT0307
W 120cm X D 45cm X H 76cm
TT0308
W 150cm X D 45cm X H 76cm

Urban Dining Table
TT0303
W 240cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
TT0302
W 210cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
TT0301
W 180cm X D 90cm X H 76cm

Urban Coffee Table
TT0306
W 100cm X D 70cm X H 45cm

Urban Dining Chair
TT0309
W 45cm X D 45cm X H 102cm

Hand crafted rustic timber
finished with mud grey lacquer

Urban Square Dining Table
TT0305
W 150cm X D 150cm X H 76cm
TT0304
W 100cm X D 100cm X H 76cm

Urban Dining Table
TT0303
W 240cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
TT0302
W 210cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
TT0301
W 180cm X D 90cm X H 76cm
Cape Cod & Ralph

Made from mahogany timber

Cape Cod Side Table
T2948
W 60cm X D 60cm X H 45cm

Cape Cod Coffee Table
T2949
W 120cm X D 60cm X H 45cm

Cape Cod Console
T2950
W 120cm X D 40cm X H 70cm

Ralph Side Table
T2524
W 60cm X D 60cm X H 60cm

Ralph Coffee Table
T2992
W 122cm X D 70cm X H 45cm

Ralph Console
T2523
W 122cm X D 40cm X H 78cm

Tuscany Extendable Dining Table
TF808
W 350cm X D 120cm X H 76cm

Tuscany Dining Table*
TF808
Starting Length
W 110cm X D 120cm X H 76cm

Tuscany Side Board
TT047
W 170cm X D 41cm X H 90cm

*Tuscany Extendable Dining Table
Add Leaves to extend table to W 170cm, 230cm or 290cm and 350cm

Tuscany Dining Table*
TF808
Starting Length
W 110cm X D 120cm X H 76cm

Tuscany Side Board
TT047
W 170cm X D 41cm X H 90cm

*Tuscany Extendable Dining Table
Add Leaves to extend table to W 170cm, 230cm or 290cm and 350cm
Rattan Mirrors

Vine Bed Head Queen Size
N062-RATG-CB
W 160cm X D 4cm X H 150cm

Fan Bed Head
N061-RATG
W 160cm X D 4cm X H 150cm

Amara Bed Head
N042-RATGQ
Queen W 155cm D 5cm H 130cm
N042-RATGK
King W 190cm D 5cm H 130cm

Han Mirror
N064-RATG-MG
W 125cm X D 4cm X H 125cm

Amara Square Mirror
N044-RATG
W 100cm X D 4cm X H 100cm

Ming Rattan Mirror
N053-RATG
W 100cm X D 4cm X H 130cm

Cape Town Chair Coffee Bean
N088-RATG-CB
W 66cm X D 70cm X H 86cm

Cape Town Chair Mud Wash
N088-RATG-M
W 66cm X D 70cm X H 86cm

Calypso Mirror
N082-RATG-CB (Coffee Bean)
N082-RATG-M (Mud wash)
W 90cm X D 4cm X H 90cm

Sunray Mirror
N083-RATG
W 100cm X D 4cm X H 100cm

Safari Mirror
N029-RATG
W 120cm X D 4cm X H 130cm
Mirrors

Riviera Mirror
N084-RATG
W 150cm X D 4cm X H 120cm
N085-RATG
W 180cm X D 4cm X H 120cm

Remada Mirror
M003-RATG
W 200cm X D 4cm X H 120cm

Amara Rectangle Mirror
N044-RATG
W 200cm X D 4cm X H 120cm

Temple Mirror
N063-RATG
W 160cm X D 4cm X H 230cm

Natural Pendants

Harmony L015-BK (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm
Harmony L015-NAT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm
Harmony L015-WT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm

Affinity L017-NAT (Shade only)
W 70cm X D 70cm X H 80cm
Affinity L017-BK (Shade only)
W 70cm X D 70cm X H 80cm
Affinity L017-WT (Shade only)
W 70cm X D 70cm X H 80cm
Natural Pendants

Captivation
L018-NAT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 50cm
L018-WT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 50cm
L018-BK (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 50cm

Serenity
L016-NAT (Shade only)
W 35cm X D 35cm X H 80cm
L016-WT (Shade only)
W 35cm X D 35cm X H 80cm
L016-BK (Shade only)
W 35cm X D 35cm X H 80cm

Tranquility
L020-NAT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm
L020-WT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm
L020-BK (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 70cm

Palm Shade
L004-NAT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 50cm

Palm Weave Shade
L002-NAT (Shade only)
W 50cm X D 50cm X H 50cm

Palm Swirl Shade
L006-NAT (Shade only)
W 41cm X D 41cm X H 58cm

Bamboo Round Shade
L003-NAT (Shade only)
W 60cm X D 60cm X H 41cm

Oval Shade
L005-NAT (Shade only)
W 40cm X D 40cm X H 58cm

Random Round Shade
L001-NAT (Shade only)
W 60cm X D 60cm X H 36cm

Allure
L019-NAT (Shade only)
W 40cm X D 40cm X H 80cm

Cebu Wood Bead Pendant
L009-Small D 26cm X H 52cm
L009-Medium D 26cm X H 62cm
L009-Large D 26cm X H 77cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)
Handmade Chandeliers

Alabone Hanging Chandelier
L023-A
D 66cm X H 104cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Platos Hanging Chandelier
L010-CC
D 81cm X H 48cm
Also available in black
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Elegance Chandelier
L011-B
D 45cm X H 145cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Wooden Candle Stick Chandelier
L007-BK
L007-WT
D 53cm X H 74cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Coco Beaded Chandelier
L008-BK
D 57cm X H 65cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Pearl Oval Chandelier
L012-SH
D 83cm X H 83cm
L023-SH
D 80cm X H 70cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Sorrento Cloth Pendant
L014-CC
D 61cm X H 104cm
(Fully wired with ceiling mount supplied)

Ankara Pod Chair
POD-02-S
W 90cm X D 70cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Suitable for outdoor use

Jengo Pod Chair
POD-05-S
W 90cm X D 65cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Magazine pocket in arm

Chevron Pod Chair
POD-01-S
W 90cm X D 58cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Suitable for outdoor use

Ankara Pod Chair
POD-02-S
W 90cm X D 70cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Suitable for outdoor use

Jengo Pod Chair
POD-05-S
W 90cm X D 65cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Magazine pocket in arm

Chevron Pod Chair
POD-01-S
W 90cm X D 58cm X H 125cm
Made from synthetic material
Suitable for outdoor use

Cubique Pod Chair
POD-04-N
W 90cm X D 70cm X H 125cm
Made from Rattan
Suitable for use undercover
**Alfresco Lounge**

- **Las Palmas Coffee Table**
  - OUT-23-W-WG
  - W 92cm x D 75cm x H 42cm
  - Constructed with a galvanized metal frame and made with synthetic rattan, cushions are upholstered in a light weight polyester outdoor fabric. Cushions on white grey synthetic will be steel grey not cream as pictured.

- **Corfu 3 Seater**
  - OUT-21-W-WG
  - OUT-21-W-NAT
  - W 208cm x D 95cm x H 85cm

- **Toscanne Side Table**
  - OUT-24-W-WG
  - OUT-27-W-NAT
  - W 50cm x D 50cm x H 45cm

- **Corfu Lounge Chair**
  - OUT-20-W-WG
  - OUT-20-W-NAT
  - W 84cm x D 95cm x H 85cm

- **Capri Dining Chair**
  - OUT-27-W-WG
  - OUT-27-W-NAT
  - W 62cm x D 58cm x H 85cm

- **Mira Dining Chair**
  - OUT-28-T-WG
  - OUT-28-T-NAT
  - W 86cm x D 59cm x H 87cm

- **Monstera Outdoor Cushion**
  - N081-ML-CUSH
  - 45cm x 45cm

**Alfresco Dining**

- **Darwin Dining Chair**
  - OUT-19-W-WG
  - OUT-19-W-NAT
  - W 67cm x D 73cm x H 95cm

- **Parrot Outdoor Cushion**
  - N081-PP-CUSH
  - 45cm x 45cm

- **Capri Dining Chair**
  - OUT-29-T-WG
  - OUT-29-T-NAT
  - W 88cm x D 58cm x H 87cm

- **Mira Dining Chair**
  - OUT-30-T-WG
  - OUT-30-T-NAT
  - W 105cm x D 62cm x H 87cm

- **Bombay Dining Chair**
  - OUT-17-T
  - W 66cm x D 54cm x H 83cm
  - Available in grey outdoor mesh only
Alfresco Tables

Antigua Dining Table
OUT-11-T
W 250cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
This is made from treated Acacia timber and suitable for outdoor use. Requires regular maintenance.

Antigua Bench
OUT-19-T
W 250cm X D 40cm X H 45cm

Matera
OUT-13-T
W 280cm X D 100cm X H 76cm

Matera Coffee Table
OUT-10-T
W 120cm X D 70cm X H 40cm

Cordoba Stool
OUT-30-T-G (Grey)
W 46cm X D 35cm X H 45cm

Cordoba Stool
OUT-30-T-T (Teak)
W 46cm X D 35cm X H 45cm

Zeus
C001
W 200cm X D 100cm X H 76cm

Apollo
C003
W 240cm X D 100cm X H 76cm
- Solid acacia timber legs treated for outdoor/alfresco use

Adonis
C004
W 137cm X D 137cm X H 76cm
- Solid acacia timber legs treated for outdoor/alfresco use

Cesar Coffee Table
C002
W 80cm X D 80cm X H 43cm

Outdoor Concrete

Fiber reinforced natural concrete (FRC)
Concrete products are comprised of natural materials only, granite stone powder, Portland cement, natural Jute fibres and water. Please see our care instructions at the back of the catalogue for further information.
Bed Linen and Napery

CUSH8883 Pillow Case 50 x 70cm
CUSH8887 Scatter Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8888 Chair Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8889 Large Scatter Cushion 60 x 60cm
CUSH9083 Floor Cushion 80 x 80cm
BEDSPQ98881 Bed Spread 225 x 275cm

Meridian Round
R001-NAT - 150cm
R002-NAT - 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Paisley
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118
150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890
35 x 150cm

Herringbone Rugs
R002-NAT (Natural)
200cm x 300cm
R003-NAT (Natural)
170cm x 230cm
R003-CH (Charcoal)
200cm x 300cm
R004-CH (Charcoal)
170cm x 230cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Cirque Round
R007-NAT - 150cm X 150cm
R008-NAT - 180cm X 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Check
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118 150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890 35 x 150cm

Stripe Weave Jute Rugs
21077NB Blue Grey
200cm x 300cm
21078NB Blue Grey
140cm x 200cm
21077NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21078NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.
- Available in Natural weave or Blue Grey weave.

Diamond Weave Rug
21075NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21076NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Bed Linen and Napery

CUSH8883 Pillow Case 50 x 70cm
CUSH8887 Scatter Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8888 Chair Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8889 Large Scatter Cushion 60 x 60cm
CUSH9083 Floor Cushion 80 x 80cm
BEDSPQ98881 Bed Spread 225 x 275cm

Meridian Round
R001-NAT - 150cm
R002-NAT - 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Paisley
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118
150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890
35 x 150cm

Herringbone Rugs
R002-NAT (Natural)
200cm x 300cm
R003-NAT (Natural)
170cm x 230cm
R003-CH (Charcoal)
200cm x 300cm
R004-CH (Charcoal)
170cm x 230cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Cirque Round
R007-NAT - 150cm X 150cm
R008-NAT - 180cm X 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Check
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118 150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890 35 x 150cm

Stripe Weave Jute Rugs
21077NB Blue Grey
200cm x 300cm
21078NB Blue Grey
140cm x 200cm
21077NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21078NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.
- Available in Natural weave or Blue Grey weave.

Diamond Weave Rug
21075NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21076NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Bed Linen and Napery

CUSH8883 Pillow Case 50 x 70cm
CUSH8887 Scatter Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8888 Chair Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8889 Large Scatter Cushion 60 x 60cm
CUSH9083 Floor Cushion 80 x 80cm
BEDSPQ98881 Bed Spread 225 x 275cm

Meridian Round
R001-NAT - 150cm
R002-NAT - 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Paisley
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118
150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890
35 x 150cm

Herringbone Rugs
R002-NAT (Natural)
200cm x 300cm
R003-NAT (Natural)
170cm x 230cm
R003-CH (Charcoal)
200cm x 300cm
R004-CH (Charcoal)
170cm x 230cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Cirque Round
R007-NAT - 150cm X 150cm
R008-NAT - 180cm X 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Rangotri Blue Check
Rangotri Table Cloth
TABCL9118 150 x 250cm
Rangotri Table Runner
TABRUN8890 35 x 150cm

Stripe Weave Jute Rugs
21077NB Blue Grey
200cm x 300cm
21078NB Blue Grey
140cm x 200cm
21077NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21078NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.
- Available in Natural weave or Blue Grey weave.

Diamond Weave Rug
21075NH Natural Honey
200cm x 300cm
21076NH Natural Honey
140cm x 200cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.

Bed Linen and Napery

CUSH8883 Pillow Case 50 x 70cm
CUSH8887 Scatter Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8888 Chair Cushion 45 x 45cm
CUSH8889 Large Scatter Cushion 60 x 60cm
CUSH9083 Floor Cushion 80 x 80cm
BEDSPQ98881 Bed Spread 225 x 275cm

Meridian Round
R001-NAT - 150cm
R002-NAT - 180cm
- Hand loomed using traditional Indian techniques from natural jute.
Care Instructions

Upholstery
Ensure that you regularly vacuum your furniture to remove any dust or dirt. We recommend shaking and fluffing up the cushions to maintain the shape, this should be done after removing the cushions from the structure for improved circulation. Our frames are made of solid wood and mdf with a webbing spring system. The seat fill is made using high resilient variable density polyurethane foam & wraps of down/feather and ball fibres in a downproof cambric divided into channels. For maintenance/stains on fabric we recommend dry clean only. Wisteria Design takes no responsibility for any damage to fabric through cleaning. Fading caused by extreme sunlight or general wear and tear. In the case of loose covered furniture, we can supply new covers at any time for an additional cost.

Timber
We seal all of our timber with a protective coating to ensure the longest lasting results. For cleaning, use only wood related products. Do not place in direct sunlight or heat, it can cause fading and shrinkage. Timber will gradually change colour naturally, but exposure to light will speed up the process. It is a good idea to move items around on your furniture to avoid discolouration marks left as a result of fading around them. Items left in the same place for long periods of time can leave distinct areas of discolouration. Closing blinds or curtains will help prevent this colour change and drying out. For dining suites, it is recommended that the table and chairs be rotated so that the colour can change evenly over time, especially if it is close to a window.

Natural Fibres
Our stunning hand-crafted rattan furniture has been finished with a natural mud grey stain and then coated with a sealant to ensure the longevity of this product. When cleaning, we recommend regular dusting and light vacuuming with a soft brush to remove dirt from the frame of the rattan. Clean with a moist microfiber or soft cloth using mild soap and warm water. Natural fibres are for indoor use only, please ensure products are not left in a high humidity area. In the case of mould or mildew wipe down with a solution of 25% white vinegar and 75% warm water.

Concrete
Fiber reinforced Natural Concrete (FRC) greenstone FRC concrete products are comprised of natural materials only, granite stone powder, Portland cement, natural Jute fibres and water. Much like any natural material such as wood or stone, concrete is a porous material. We have sealed your concrete with a wax and optional acrylic sealer that will provide active protection against staining. To ensure the lasting beauty of your concrete surfaces we recommend reviewing and practicing the care and maintenance instructions provided.

Outdoor
All our outdoor woven products are made using the best quality synthetic fibres. The framework is powder coated aluminium, which is sturdy and will not rust when cared for correctly. When used near to salt water we recommend the fibre and frames to be washed regularly using fresh water only, this will help to avoid corrosion. The synthetic rattan is UV treated and will not crack or peel making it sympathetic to the Australian sun. Our seat covers are made from high quality water resistant fabric. These can be hand washed & air dried but do not tumble dried. When hanging any of our pod chairs we recommend you consult a professional builder/handyman if you are not using a stand. These chairs should be hung at normal seat height and made to seat one person at a time. Maximum weight 120kg.

Warranty
Fibres & fabrics do not carry any warranty due to our furniture being used in different applications and environments that may not be suitable. Please note that our warranty does not cover items affected by mildew or mould and precautions must be taken with natural fibres kept in humid conditions. Timber items also must be treated with care, cracking due to harsh sunlight will not be covered under warranty.
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F 07 3257 0008
chris@bravedesign.com.au

MELBOURNE
Jennifer Button Agency
11 Aberdeen Road Prahran VIC 3181
03 9510 0077
info@jenniferbutton.com.au

ADELAIDE
Berkeley Nest Agencies
Shop 1 / 79 Unley Road Parkside SA 5063
08 8373 7707
admin@berkeleynest.com.au

PERTH
Rosa Brown Agency
388 Rokeby Rd, Subiaco WA 6008
08 9388 1581
rosa@rosabrownagency.com.au